
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of architect,
mobile. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for architect, mobile

Suggest Best practices for monitoring and troubleshooting
Develop mobile applications for iOS platform (iPad and iPhones) using Swift,
Objective-C, X-Code, Cocoa/Cocoa Touch
Be the expert on Linux/Android/iOS based platforms and various subsystems
Be an innovator who leverages knowledge and expertise across a wide
variety of domains to build consumer solutions
Maintain vertically deep skills in digital technology including but not limited
to traditional Web, Mobile platforms, development IDEs, build and deploy
processes
Ensure automation strategy implements scalable, reusable, and integrated
solutions
Educate and influence stakeholders to promote innovation, simplification,
and risk management within the technology portfolio
Team leadership responsibility for dynamic teams of highly skilled solution,
data and infrastructure architects, varying based on assignments
Establish and participate in architecture governance processes that ensure
the future vision is realized maintaining standards and architectural integrity
Assists management with investment prioritization and architecture metrics at
the enterprise level

Qualifications for architect, mobile

Experience developing mobile applications and security at large scale and
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Application level security, , OAuth, multi-factor authentication, securing
hybrid native and Webview apps, inter-app IPC security Android Binders, and
iOS URL schemes
Up-to-date with more esoteric attach vectors such as tap-jacking, app
impersonation and rogue app stores
Knowledge of TCP/IP, TLS, cryptographic protocols, and algorithms,
operating system internals and operations, application frameworks and
certificate pinning
For the IT-Architect specialization a deep and profound understanding of
“state of the art” JEE based distributed architectures, basic understanding of
legacy architectures is required
At least 2 years experience in mobile-specific architecture and in
mobile/tablet application platforms


